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List of electronics for playing

Mouser p/n Desc price/EUR

511-EV-VN7040AS Stmicro power managment 
IC

4 (kit)
1.5 (IC)

https://nl.mouser.com/datasheet/2/389/ev-vn7040as-1848228.pdf
https://www.st.com/resource/en/datasheet/vn7040as.pdf

512-FNB51060T1 3 phase IGBT 
insulated-gate bipolar 
transistor 

10 https://nl.mouser.com/datasheet/2/308/FNB51060T1-D-1809484.pdf

771-BT151X-650R127 Planar passivated Silicon 
Controlled Rectifier

0.64 https://nl.mouser.com/datasheet/2/848/bt151x-650r-1520050.pdf

771-BYC10-600P Hyperfast power diode https://nl.mouser.com/datasheet/2/848/BYC10-600P-1383811.pdf

627-US30KB80R-7000 Bridge Rectifier 30A 800V 9 https://nl.mouser.com/ProductDetail/Shindengen/US30KB80R-7000?qs=cc8XvXgcw4OiE
Ak0iPumQw%3D%3D

BMX055 Gyro, accel, magnetic, 
20pin lga

6 https://nl.mouser.com/datasheet/2/783/BST-BMX055-DS000-1509552.pdf

https://nl.mouser.com/datasheet/2/389/ev-vn7040as-1848228.pdf
https://www.st.com/resource/en/datasheet/vn7040as.pdf


VN7040AS
High-side driver with MultiSense analog feedback for automotive applications

https://electronics.stackexchange.com/questions/188745/high-side-driver-and-low-side-driver



An insulated-gate bipolar transistor (IGBT) is a three-terminal power semiconductor device 
primarily used as an electronic switch which, as it was developed, came to combine high 
efficiency and fast switching. It consists of four alternating layers (P-N-P-N) that are 
controlled by a metal–oxide–semiconductor (MOS) gate structure without regenerative 

action. Although the structure of the IGBT is topologically the same as a thyristor with a 
'MOS' gate (MOS gate thyristor), the thyristor action is completely suppressed and only the 
transistor action is permitted in the entire device operation range. It is used in switching 
power supplies in high-power applications: 
variable-frequency drives (VFDs), electric cars, trains, variable speed refrigerators, lamp 
ballasts, arc-welding machines, and air conditioners. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Power_semiconductor_device
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Metal%E2%80%93oxide%E2%80%93semiconductor
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Metal_gate
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thyristor
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MOS-controlled_thyristor
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transistor
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transistor
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Switching_power_supply
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Switching_power_supply
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Variable-frequency_drive
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electric_car


771-BT151X-650R127
Planar passivated Silicon Controlled Rectifier

An SCR can be brought from blocking mode to conduction mode in two ways: 
Either by increasing the voltage between anode and cathode beyond the breakover 
voltage, or by applying a positive pulse at the gate. Once the SCR starts 
conducting, no more gate voltage is required to maintain it in the ON state. 

SCRs are mainly used in devices where the control of high power, possibly coupled with high voltage, is demanded. Their operation makes them suitable for use in medium- to high-voltage AC power control applications, such as lamp dimming, power 
regulators and motor control.
SCRs and similar devices are used for rectification of high-power AC in high-voltage dc power transmission. They are also used in the control of welding machines, mainly GTAW (gas tungsten arc welding) processes similar. It is used as switch in various 
devices. Unlike an SCR, a TRIAC can pass current in either direction.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dimmer
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/High-voltage_direct_current
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gas_tungsten_arc_welding


771-BYC10-600P



BMX055

https://web.stanford.edu/group/scpnt/pnt/PNT13/2013_Presentation_Files/5-Fitzgerald-PNT13.pdf



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xWB9dP1
AtDU
Get image from optical mouse

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MIDI
https://github.com/linthesia/linthesia/
https://github.com/ripxorip/stm32_usb_midi

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xWB9dP1AtDU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xWB9dP1AtDU
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MIDI
https://github.com/linthesia/linthesia/
https://github.com/ripxorip/stm32_usb_midi

















